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Theta Xi broken First floor flood forces fast fix
into over break

room to keep them from getting Bowley, . the flooding was the
wet. Some of the water also worst in her room.
reached the rooms of other first
The closet had to be pulled out,
Water covered several areas of floor residents, but
according to and the bricks in the wall behind
the lower level of Blumberg hall
the
closet . were
early on Sunday as
removed so that the
many residents were
maintenance people
returning from the
could access the broholiday break.
ken pipe. The hot
Fanny Bowley, a
water from the pipe
sophomore mechanialso reacted with the,
cal engineer and resiwax in the floor, so
dent of the first floor
the floor had to be reof Blumberg, was in
waxed as well.
her room around 2:30
Bowley stayed ill a
a.m. While she was
friend's room while
talking to her boythe repair on the pipes
friend, a heating pipe
was being done.
burst in the wall
Very few of Bowbehind her closet.
ley's possessions or
When water began
those of her roomflooding into Bowmate,
sophomore
ley's room, she called
chemical
engineer
John Weil, a BlumMelissa May. were
berg resident assistant.
damaged
in
the
"There was about an
flood. The carpet was
inch of water all over
the only item' in the
the floor [in Bowley's
room that needed _ to
room]," commented
be thrown away,
Weil. Weil also menaccording to Bowley.
tioned that the water
Rowley credits the
spilled out into the
fact that she was in the
hall and lobby.
room at the right time
When Bowley and
to explain the minimal
her boyfriend saw the
flood damage:I don't
water flowing into
know what would
her room, they were Pete Gustafson sweeps to the rescue early Sunday
have happened if I
morning
by
vacuuming water caused by a burst pipe
able to carry her stehadn't been here," she
reo and some other in Blumberg.
Photo coin ic•sy of Robyn Harbbirn
commented.
belongings out of the
by Beth Bateman
Thorn News Editor

several of the fraternity brothers, as
well as a set of speakers. One of the
stereos that was stolen from a
Members of the Theta Xi frater- Theta Xi member was valued at
nity returned to their house from over $2000.
the holiday break only to find a
Stereos were not the only items
very unexpected and unpleasant
surprise. Thieves broke into the stolen; laptop computers were also
fraternity house during the break, a popular target of theft. Three
causing property damage and steal- AMS Soundwave computers and
ing many items belonging to frater- one AMS PowerCD laptop were
taken from the house as well. Other
nity brothers.
Enrique Lara, president of Theta electronic items were stolen from
Xi, was the first to return to the members' rooms. Many Theta Xi
Theta Xi house from break on Fri- brothers were missing televisions
and VCR's as a result of the burday, January 2, at 1:00 a.m.
walked in and noticed all the doors glary.
[forced] open. Then I looked in
Additional miscellaneous items
someone's room and realized,
were stolen from the house, includ'This is not good," said Lara.
After discoverirr, that there had ing lamps and frozen steaks; as
been an intruder in thehouse, Lara well as eight-balls from the pool
said that he called and met with table. Some brothers also had perone of their alumni, and the two of sonal items stolen from their
them then looked through the rooms, such as containers of spare
change.
house.
According to Lara, the basement
No major repairs were necessary
door of the house had been opened,' for the fraternity house because the
and almost all of the, members' external doors were not damaged,
rooms had been broken into with a according to Lara. The internal
crowbar. Lara estimated that the doors that had been forced have not
burglary took place sometime been repaired.
between December 25 and January
2.
Lara commented that he conAfter Lara and other Theta Xi tacted the local police department
members investigated the house, regarding the burglary and filed a
they discovered that numerous report. So far, it is unknown who
items of value had been stolen may have committed the burglary.
from them.
"Hopefully, we will have a detecStereo systems were stolen from tive on the case soon," said Lara.
by Beth Bateman
Thorn News Editor

Career fair to again hostrecord number ofcompanies
by Kevin Kaminski
Thorn News Editor
The career fair will be held on
January 27 and 29 from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. in the Auditorium and
top floor of Moench hall.
Bill Lindstaedt, director of
career services and employer relations, said this is the third consecutive year in which a new record has
been set for the number of companies attending the career fair. Currently, 75 companies have
committed to attending the career
fair. There are so many companies
this year that more companies will
be setting up on the top floor of
Moench hall. The largest number
of companies attending previously
was 63.
Lindstaedt said that several new
companies, including smaller ones,
are attending the career fair this
year. In addition, many companies
that have attended career fairs in
the past are returning this year.
According to Lindstaedt, there is
a good mix of companies seeking
various academic majors, even
though the job market as a whole
currently favors jobs in computer
engineering, computer science, and
electrical engineering.
The companies will be divided
among the two days the career fair
is being held, as was the case last
year. A listing of which companies
will be available each day is not yet
available.
Lindstaedt noted that the location of the career fair makes it convenient for students to attend

between classes. Although formal
dress is not required, Lindstaedt
remarked that"a sharp presentation
of yourself makes a good impression on companies."
Lindstaedt offered several other
suggestions for students to prepare
for the career fair. Students should
work on their resumes and ensure
that they are updated. Students
should also have several copies of
their resumes to hand to prospective employers.
In addition, students should prepare a short -blurb" about themselves to summarize the student's
most marketable skills and experi—
ence. Lindstaedt explained that
because of time limitations and the
number of students that will be
speaking to employers, it is important to make an impression with
the company representative.
Students should talk to companies that interest them,even if they
do not have much experience in the
particular area the company works
in. By discussing his or her interest
in the company or field, the student
is making a good impression to the
representatives and opening the
door to conversation.
Lindstaedt said, "The feedback
we get from companies that talk
about the students they are most
impressed with are students that
don't come up to them and say
'What do you have for me?" Students that explain how their skills
would benefit the company are
more convincing at persuading
employers to hire them.
There is a large variety of

employment opportunities at the
career fair, according to Lindstacdt.
Companies are hiring for internships and co-ops as well as permanent employment. "However, we
have been telling employers this
year that a lot of seniors are pretty
far along with their job searches
already and they should be prepared to work on internships and
things like that during the career
fair," Lindstaedt said.
While some companies are only
seeking permanent hires, Lindstaedt said underclassmen should
not be discouraged from speaking
with the companies.
In the past, some companies
have attended the career fair with
the intention of only hiring seniors
for full-time employment. However, after speaking with an interesting student, the company may
then decide to hire him or her for
an internship anyway.
"There have been a number of
companies not intending to hire
interns who get talked into it by
persuasive students," Lindstaedt
said.
Undergraduates can also gain a
chance to learn about various companies, which will assist them in
making a career choice in the
future.
Students that need assistance in
preparing their "blurb" about themselves or help with writing resumes
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January 15

January 10
Men's Basketball, Franklin College, Hulbert
Arena, 3 p.m. (Broadcast On WJSH-AM
1300, 2:50 p.m.)

• Computer Workshop, "Making A Basic Web
Site," 0-257, 3:25-5:10 p.m.
• Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Session: Calculus II (Rader), G-310, 7:30-9 p.m.

January 12-17(continued)

Today and Tomorrow
Friday, January 9—
Academic Software Demonstration, Kurt
Gramoll of the University of Oklahoma,
Throughout Day
• Men's & Women's Swimming, at University of
Indianapolis Invitational, II a.m.

Saturday, January 10—
▪ Men's Basketball, Franklin College, Hulbert
Arena, 3 p.m. (Broadcast On WJSH-AM 1300,
2:50 p.m.)
• SAB Program, Hypnotist Frederick Winters,
Vonderschmitt Dining Room,7:30 p.m.
• Men's & Women's Swimming, at University of
Indi5napolis Invitational, II a.m.

January 12-17
Monday, January 12—
Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Sessions: Physics II (Moloney), 0-157, 7:30-9
p.m.; Organic Chemistry, 0-259, 7:30-9 p.m.

Tuesday, January 13—
Physics Colloquium, "Electronics At EverSmaller Dimensions," Robert Doering of Texas
Instruments (Manager of Future-Factory

Strategy), GM Room, 4:20 p.m.
• Explore Engineering (Chemistry Projects),
Chemistry Laboratories, 7 p.m.
• Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Session: Calculus II (Rader), G-310, 7:30-9 p.m.
• Women's Basketball, Anderson University, Hulbert Arena, 7 p.m.(Broadcast On WJSH-AM
1300, 6:50 p.m.)
• Career Services Interviews: Ford Motor Company
(Visteon Automotive Systems)

Wednesday, January 14—
Men's Basketball, DePauw University, Hulbert
Arena, 7:30 p.m. (Broadcast On WJSH-AM 1300,
7:20 p.m.)
• John Price, U.S. Senate Candidate delivers
address, presented by Rose College Republicans,
Performing Arts Room,6:30 p.m.
• Learning Center Skills Session, "Evaluating
Internet Sources," John Robson and Dong Zhao of
Logan Library, 0-167, 4:30 p.m.
• Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Sessions: Physics II (Moloney), 0-157, 7:30-9
p.m.; Organic Chemistry, 0-259, 7:30-9 p.m.
• Career Services Interviews: Ford Motor Company
(Visteon Automotive Systems)

Thursday,
January 15—
President's
Administrative Council,
Kahn Banquet Room,8
a.m.
• Computer Workshop,
"Making A Basic Web
Site," 0-257, 3:25-5:10
p.m.
• Night Exams,
Computer Science 233
(Sections A-C), E-104,
6:30-8:30 p.m.;
Computer Science 100
(Sections A-C), 0-257
(A)/0-259 (B)/0-267
(C)/ 7-9 p.m.
• Learning Center
Supplemental
Instruction Session:
Calculus II (Rader), G310, 7:30-9 p:m.
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Midterm Progress
Reports, Registrar's
Office, 11 a.m.
• Alumni Basketball
Game, Hulbert Arena:
* Recent Alumni vs.
Rose-Hillman Junior
Varsity Team, 11:45
a.m.
* Alumni Game (Even
Years vs. Odd Years), I
p.m.
• Men's Basketball
Game, Hanover
College, Arena, 3 p.m.
(Broadcast On WJSHAM 1300, 2:50 p.m.)
• Women's Basketball,
at DePauw University,
Greencastle, 1 p.m.
• Men's & Women's
Swimming, at Millikin
University, Decatur,
411., 7 p.m.

January 19-24(continued)
Monday, January 19—
Admissions' Visitation Day, Kahn Rooms, 1-4
p.m.
• NSBE's Martin Luther King Day Program,
"The Challenges And Opportunities Of Being
An African American In Indiana In 1998,"
Indianapolis Attorney Gerald W. Roberts ('85 RH Graduate), Kahn Rooms, 4 p.m.
• Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Sessions: Physics II (Moloney), 0-157, 7:30-9
p.m.; Organic Chemistry II, 0-259, 7:30-9 p.m.

Tuesday, January 20—
Registration For Spring Quarter
• Career Services' Summer Jobs Workshop,
Kahn Rooms, 4:30 p.m.
• Women's Basketball, St. Mary-of-the-Woods,
Arena, 7 p.m.
• Learning Center Skill Session, "How To
Write A Good Thesis Statement," William
Pickett, Professor of History, L-130, 4:30 p.m.
• Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Session: Calculus II (Rader), G-310, 7:30-9 p.m.
• Career Services Interviews: Naval Surface
Warfare Center, Makino Machine Tool
Company

Wednesday, January 21—
President's Administrative Council, Kahn
Banquet Room, 8 a.m.
• Recyclable Engineering Contest, Lobby Of
Hulman Union, 5-6 p.m.
• Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Sessions: Physics II (Moloney), 0-157, 7:30-9
p.m.; Organic Chemistry II, 0-259, 7:30-9 p.m.
• Men's Basketball, at Manchester College,
North Manchester, 7:30 p.m.(Broadcast On
WJSH-AM 1300, 7:20 p.m.)
• Career Services Interviews: Makino Machine
Tool Company, Berry Plastics

Thursday, January 22—
Career Services' Summer Jobs Workshop,
Kahn Rooms, 6:30 p.m.
• Learning Center Supplemental Instruction
Session: Calculus II (Rader), G-310, 7:30-9 p.m.
• Career Services Interviews: Xilinx Inc.

Saturday, January 24—
• Las Vegas Night, Vonderschmitt Dining
Room, Evening
• Women's Basketball, at Manchester College,
North Manchester, 1 p.m.
• Wrestling, at Manchester Invitational, North
Manchester, 10 a.m.
• Men's Swimming, at Wabash College,
Crawfordsville, 2 p.m.. Rifle, at Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio, Noon

Submissions To
Campus Events
Events may be published in Campus
Events by any organization or individual.
Information on club meetings, lectures/
speeches, and athletic events, including
announcements of times and locations may
be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care
of Dale Long, associate director of
communications, at Box 14 or extension
8418. More detailed articles containing
plans, agendas, and specific information
should be submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by
Wednesday, at noon, in order to be
published in Campus Events in the Rose
Thorn on Friday.
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Scuba club builds new submarine
in preparation for competition
by Thu Vu Pham
Thorn News Reporter
With the advent of the new
year, the Scuba Club is on a
mission to build a new submarine, the Grayback II, for competition this spring. The sub is
part of the club's human-powered submarine project.
Every year the club begins
anew by building a submarine
from the ground up to use in
competition at two races held
each year on the East and West
coasts.
This year the club plans to
represent Rose at the West
coast competition, which will
be held in San Diego or New
Mexico. According to acting
president Jeb Zaun, the West
coast organizers plan to hold
the competition in the basement of the studio where the
movie Titanic was filmed.
The club is very excited
about the new submarine. Prior
to Christmas break, the members had the first opportunity to
test out the new frame in the
SRC pool. The members
believe that the test was beneficial to the continuous improvement of the submarine.

"The test helps us discover
new problems [by] getting the
sub in [the] pool. The pilot gets
to test it out. The frame was
built well, not too snug or tight.
However, it needs more space
for the pilot's knee," said Zaun.
Currently the club is beginning on the inner workings of
the sub. In the coming weeks,
the internal frame will be
wrapped in a shell followed by
fiberglass and foam. The club
plans to request that Mutual
Fiberglass help make the mold
for the sub. The club has
already received a generous
budget by SGA to help defray
the travel and equipment
expenses.
The Scuba Club will compete
in the one man, propeller
driven class. Other competition
classes include non-propeller,
two-man propeller, and twoman non-propeller.
During the race, the team
will attempt to travel 100
meters under approximately 30
feet of water for the fastest
time possible. In the chosen
category, the sub is driven by
one pilot paddling to generate
enough power to drive the pro-

peller. The paddle design is a
linear drive, closely resembling
that
of
a
stair-climbing
machine.
The Scuba Club, dating back
to 1991, aims to promote scuba
diving and underwater engineering. Aside from preparing
for the diving competition, the
Scuba Club is also responsible
for helping high school students and
Rose
students
become certified for diving.
Last year the club members
traveled to the Florida Keys to
camp and dive during spring
break. This year, the club is
planning to try out some other
exotic locations. Possible trips
being considered are to the
Caribbean, Grand Cayman or
the Bahamas.
The club members said that
traveling to past competitions
to talk to the participants and
advice given by alumni has
been beneficial to the design of
the new sub. The major obstacle for the club right now is
constructing the sub so that
there is ample manpower.
New members are always
welcome to the club meetings
every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
0105.
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SAB presents hypnotist

Frederick Winters
Saturday, Jan. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Main Dining Room.
The American Society of Civil Engineers
would like to thank everyone who
contributed to the success of their
Christmas Basket charity drive. ASCE
would like to recognize the following
groups for their generosity:
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
Triangle Fraternity
Civil Engineering Dept.
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
HSS Faculty
Sigma Nu Fraternity
Chemistry Dept.
Speed Hall Residents
Chi Omega
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Scharpenberg Hall Residents
BSB Hall Residents
Union Employees
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
Skinner Hall Residents
Theta Xi Fraternity
Air Force ROTC

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Electrical Engineering Dept.
Admissions Office
Templeton Building
Mathematics Dept.
Army ROTC
Athletic Dept.
Hadley Hall
Blumberg Hall Residents
Alpha Phi Omega
Mees Hall Residents
Computer Science Dept.
Deming Hall Residents
Faculty
Physics Dept.
Security

MATH•ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING•MECHANICAL ENGINEERING•BUSINESS ANALYSIS

TAKE TECHNOLOGY
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Reytheon.Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Rayteert.Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems arid, ttugtie's Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology te the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope.ifreakiievi!ground.
••
Make their mark.
•
thibighest
Possible
career
-to
your
Raytheon,
you'll take technology-and
At
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus seen. contact your
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or checkout our website
at www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume
to: Raytheon Staffing, P.O. Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX,75265. We have
many exciting opportunities available and we would like to talk to you.

Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon
EXPECT GREAT THINGS

The Rose 7horn •
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Letter to the Editor: IntellectualProperty
You may have read about two
cases of copyright infringement
on campus. I was the student
who ran a music FTP server.
The Rules & Discipline Committee chose to protect my anonymity, but I have chosen to
write this article because I want
to get a message across to the
student body.
I never thought I was doing
anything bad by copying music.
I thought, "if I like the music, I
buy it. Otherwise, the record
companies aren't losing any
money. So no harm is done."
Yet my reasoning was completely incorrect.
A copyright isn't just a way of
protecting the profits of huge
companies; it is our legal system's way of saying that an individual is the master of his or her
creations. If the author of a program wants to freely distribute
it, he or she will make it freeware. If the author wants you to
be able to demo it before you
buy it, it will be shareware. But
the point remains that you need
to respect the author's wishes.
Let me give you an example:
in high school, I made a useful

55

program for the TI-85. I freely
distributed it because I wanted
others to benefit from it. But I
remember one student who edited the program to say "made by
[his name)" instead of my name,
and started distributing it. I was
completely shocked. This may
be a small issue (no money was
involved), yet it really felt bad
to think that someone else was
taking credit for my creation.
I don't know anyone at this
school who would break into a
store and steal merchandise, yet
many students seem to think of
software piracy as "no big deal."
Copying any information without the consent of its creator is a
form of theft. Ethically, we
must realize that theft is theft,
regardless of whether the property being stolen is tangible or
intellectual. Copying information is so simple that it is easy to
forget or be ignorant of the fact
that it is still theft.
I love music. But that is all
the more reason to respect music
authors. And there really are
plenty of legal ways to preview
music nowadays: RealAudioO
has come a long way (especially

if you listen to the ISDN+
broadcasts).
Recently, President Clinton
signed into law a bill that makes
it a felonious act to distribute
copyrighted material over the
Internet. I don't want to see any
of my classmates endanger their
futures by making the same mistake I did. I urge you to review
the material on your hard drive.
If any of it any of it is copyrighted, I would strongly recommend
erasing it immediately. But
whatever you do, do not give it
to anyone else. Don't put it on
an FTP site (yours or anyone
else's), don't e-mail it to anyone, don't DCC it over IRC,etc.
Even if you don't agree with
my ethical standpoint, please realize that there are no benefits to
be had that are worth the risks.
You could be kicked out of
Rose, or even go to prison. And
it is everyone's ethical prerogative to have his or her intellectuAs
al property protected.
budding members of professional society, we will all want our
intellectual property protected,
too.
— Leo Szumel(CO '00)

Musk reviews
by your local Steve
Anti-Heroes: American Pie

2 1/2 Oi's

A bunch of punks from Atlanta, GA, the
Anti-Heroes produce a driving, hard-hitting,
often angry sound that I find good for driving. In this rather controversial CD, they
have stereotypical punk views about hippies as illustrated in
their song "JWAPOS (Jerry Was A Piece of Shi*)" and are
rather outspoken and explicit on their views on trendy radio
and the entertainment biz in the song "F*** Hollywood."
So,if you dig angry,semi-melodious punk,check it out, but,
for the conservative of you out there, be prepared for some
very non-conservative views that are potentially offensive.
The Best of BY01Big Daddy Records4 Oi's
Sampler
The Better Youth Organization has been
around for a long time (since '82) producing
a bunch of good punk rock bands and ideas
for positive ideas in America's seemingly troubled youths.
Of their three compilations, the latest also includes artists of
the spinoff label called Big Daddy Records, a label which
caters to some hip hop, big band, ska, latin, and funk vibes
that don't necessarily mesh with the punk rock of BYO.
Over all, this comp is a great collection of a variety of styles
and talents and can serve as a good introduction to the punk
and underground scene for some of you who are interested.
Some featured punk artists are Youth Brigade, The Bouncing Souls, Screw 32, and Pinhead Circus. Other artists featured are Hepcat, Royal Crowne Revue, and Quinto Sol.
Buy it, it's only three dollars.
Listen to Steve's radio show on Monday's 8:30-10:00.
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5500
-Terre an
Phone;(812).877-8255
Fax;(812)877-8362
"Working to keep the Rose-Hulinan einniunitv
infornied by providing an accurate and dependable
sourcefor news and information.
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays at

Rose-flulman Institute of Technology.
Editorial and Administrative Staff:
Editor-in-Chief Joel Gillespie
News Editors Beth Bateman and
Kevin Kaminski
Features Editor Caleb Coburn
Features Layout Asst. Libby Henthorn
Sports Editor Peter Anderson
Campus Editor Matt Walter
Photo Editor John Straigis
Business Manager Matt Gumbel
Advisor David Piker

Thorn Staff:
News Reporters Thu Vu Pham and James Tedrick
Columnists Tim Beery, Kent Bye, Travis Holler,
Catherine Miller, Kenneth Patrick), Ales
Song, Brad .Swearingen, and Bob Voros
Sports Reporters Don Cole, Joel Gillespie, and Ryan Loftus
Page Editing Chris Chung
Page Layout Sarah Flanigan
Photographers Michael DeGraw-Bertsch, Duane Musser,
Thu Vu Pliam, Megan Switzer, and Bob
Voros
Cartoonists Ray Seitz and Bob Voros
Advertising Matt Gumbel
Webmasters Bob Voros
The Rose Thorn welcomes letters and comments from its readers. We
request that all letters to the editor be less than 300 words long. The editors
reserve the right to edit letters for grammar, clarity and length Of over 300
words). All letters to the editor must Contain the wnter's signature, class year
and phone number, All submissions will be confirmed before publication.
Letters may he sent by electronic mail to Titorn@Rose-Hulman.Erin, but still
must contain the writer's phone number for confirmation. For prompt
publication, letters should he typewritten or printed hy computer. Ali letters for
an issue of the Thorn must be received before noon on the Tuesday prior to
publication.
We would like to remind our readers that the views expressed in the Thorn
do not necessarily represent the opinions of anyone other than the original
,tu thor.
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"rep le fitterirlata
neworiets"
presented by Bill Lithistaait, Director ofCareer Services

Seniors Need a "tune op" before the lastfew
interviews?
iinderciassmen - Getting read* to go after that
summer internship or co-op?
Come bear about the top 10 things gam should never
do in an interview. WI Undstaedt will reveal what
recruiters have told him are the worst possible
behaviors goo can do as goo are interviewed.
Tuesday, January 20
6:30 p.m.
Music Room

Haman Union Building

Sponsoreil by kose-Huiman's Thundering Heard Chapter -

Committed to helping the people of Rose-Htdman he better communicakrs

41114017

Rose Winter quarter stress induced insanity and its cure
Alex
Song
Thorn
Columnist

Here we are again, back from
another Christmas break. And, as
restful and recuperating as it was,
I'll have to admit that a thought
lingered in the back of my mind:
the thought of fleeing to Canada,
assuming a new identity, and
starting another life, all in order to
avoid the pit-of-fire during the
Rose Winter quarter seven week
stretch. After tossing the idea
around for a while, however, I
decided for the third year in a row
to gamble against my sanity and
return for the infamous seven
week marathon stretch. I guess I
am one of those people who likes
pain.
Have you ever been driving on
one of those lonely deserted
stretches of highway, and passed a
sign that says the next fill-up station
isn't for another hundred miles?

Well, for the freshmen out there
who don't know it already, that
last fill-up station was Christmas
break. That was the last chance to
catch up on some sleep, the last
chance to eat good home-cooked
food. The last chance to stock up
on morale, and the last opportunity to soak up the 1:1 male /
female ratio of the outside world.
Time to let the brain cool down to
operating temperature after it
overheated from that three week
taste of winter quarter. Time to
refill the sanity tank.
Seven weeks without a break,
of course, coinciding with the
time of the year that is already
dreary enough because of the wintry weather. Sure a good snowfall
hits and you get a couple of good
snowball fights and go sledding
down the big RHIT hill, but the
novelty wears off.
You soon catch at least one
cold, and have to walk in muddy
snow-slush which you slip and
fall into periodically, and you get
depressed because they remove
the cheerful red and white lamppost wrappings. All of this on a
campus where there are actually

fewer women than there are hairs
on your left eyebrow. Go ahead
and count. It's true.
They say that seven digits is
about the maximum that a person
can efficiently remember. Well, I
think seven straight weeks of
Rose is about the most that a normal person can handle while still
maintaining some semblance of
"sanity." Have you ever wondered where they came up with
the delightful idea of the winter
quarter marathon stretch? I have
a theory that it was probably a
process of trial and error.
They probably initially tried the
entire ten weeks straight without a
break. Around the eighth week,
students started exhibiting strange
behavior.
A couple of them
finally broke, turned irreversibly
insane, and ran screaming into the
woods never to return. After several dozen students disappeared
by this mysterious phenomenon
and were later heard to be howling deep in the woods late at
night, the committee could no
longer hide the problem, having
no choice but to shorten the
stretch by scheduling Christmas

break after the third week.
So here we are in the present
day, with
our seven-week
stretch. We seem to be at a
healthy equilibrium, since there
haven't been
any
recently
reported cases of winter-quarter
stress induced insanity.
But
towards the end of the quarter are
students really sane? Everyone
has their own opinion; I can only
say that I don't think the process
of trial and error is over yet.
I once spoke on the telephone
with a Rose alumnus from the
1970's who ran naked across
Speed lake while it was frozen; an
obvious tragic victim of Winter
Quarter Stress Induced Insanity.
To this day, we still see odd
behavior all around us. Notice
for example, those students who,
even in the middle of winter,
insist on wearing shorts. And
how about that one guy who
cracks his bullwhip on the roof of
the Student Union at 2:00 in the
morning? Sometimes I wonder
about him...
I see this as evidence that winter quarter could stand to be shortened. Maybe it could be broken

up by making up some holiday
and throwing it in the calendar
sometime in early February. Or
using an already existing one, like
Groundhog Day, and getting a
couple of days off from school.
I'm not exactly sure what El Nino
is, but I think we should get some
type of holiday off for that, too.
And of course, whatever the reason, base the days around a weekend to make the break even
longer. The more, the merrier.
You see, I am a firm believer
that Rose Winter Quarter Stress
Induced Insanity is 100% preventable. Typically, by the end of
winter quarter, my own sanity
level has already switched to the
reserve tank. I end each winter
quarter dangerously close to being
just another statistic, running into
the woods, giving up clothing,
and spending the rest of my life
living off of berries and squirrels. In my opinion, the solution
is to have more frequent gas stations to refill our sanity tanks.

Hey,just what do you think you are doing?
Bob
Voros
Thorn
Columnist
Over my three and a half
years at glorious Rose-Hulman,
there has been one question that
has been asked of me that I continually struggle to answer:
"What the hell are you doing at
Rose?" My answers to this have
been many and varied. No person has asked me this more than
myself, to whom I still haven't
properly answered.
Last semester I bought a CD
that crystallized the thoughts I
have had into words. To poorly

paraphrase the CD the statement
goes something like this: all I
have is the life of my brain, and
I will not hand it over to some
person who promises to hand it
back after eight hours a day in a
here-to-fore unmutilated condition.
At Rose, we tax our brains to
the limit, or we are supposed to
for the sake of the betterment of
ourselves when we leave. We
trade the sleepless nights, the
social and cultural stifling, and
the stress headaches for a well
paying job. I can't tell you if it
is worth it, because I have never
been on the "outside," and my
opinion would most likely be
skewed from the Rose norm.
What I can tell you is the lessons I have learned from being
here.

NEED CASH?
VISIT ONE OF OUR TWO FIRSTPLUS
ATMS HERE ON CAMPUS:
HULMAN STUDENT UNION
MOENCH HALL

TERRE HAUTE
238-6000

NATIONAL BANK
Attv4.p. et,u, 7c, H

Going by the motto "all I have
is the life of my brain," I have
learned that the sleepless nights
and stress headaches aren't
worth it. First of all, these selfimposed tortures only make
your brain run inefficiently,
causing your work and your
learning to suffer.
As an engineer, one should
not stand for inefficiency.
Sleep, even in short naps, is better than no sleep at all. Almost
no assignment is worth a sleepless night. However, with proper planning, no assignment need
go unfinished.
To prevent brain grind, as I
like to call it, we can plan our
days, weeks, and semesters.
Our brain can work at a leisurely pace through our scheduled
lives. We must give ourselves
enough time to complete our assignments, but we can only
guess as to how much time we
will need to accomplish them.
Consequently, we give ourselves the benefit of the doubt
and under-schedule time. This
puts us back at square one, at
the sleep versus work issue.
Planning has an inherent flaw:
life is disorganized. Rose has
one flaw, as I have experienced
again and again from a variety
of people: no one seems to want
to be doing engineering. These
two flaws, together, can show
INDIANA THEATRE
232-8076

Bean
7:00 & 9:00 MEM

IVIMAS
Air Force One
The Little Mermaid
In & Out
CallforShow Timesfora movies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

us why we are here at Rose-Hulman.
The key to destroying the
planning of a week or a day is
social interaction. That silly
need to have friends always
seems to get in the way and take
preference. A good engineer
can forfeit the necessity of going to Denny's at two in the
morning on Wednesday for the
sake of his/her M.o.M. homework, but good engineers are
usually the farthest things from
human. We are, however, studying to be engineers for the sake
of our friends.
I have discovered, or invented, the reason for being at Rose
to be no less than being able to
be with our friends. Despite the
sacrifices we make in a day to
be with our equations instead of
our friends, we believe in the
end we will get a job that will
allow us the time and resources
to let us be with our friends and
loved ones.
Some lose sight of this all too
often and see Rose-Hulman or
engineering as a means to obtain a lot of money in a little
time, which is possible. Money,
we must understand, means
nothing.
Imagine yourself alone with a
million dollars and no possibility of interacting with anyone
else ever. Perhaps, you are in

an automated world; you can
purchase items and drive expensive cars, but I bet you will find
that they mean absolutely nothing unless you can share them.
Money is a tool, a means of
survival and nothing more. You
are here not to be rich but to insure your longevity—to insure,
as much as possible, time with
your family and friends. If we
don't have any friends then our
purpose is lost.
Part of being at Rose is those
trips to Denny's at 2:00 A.M.
with your friends. And these
times should not be sacrificed
for the sake of an equation for
you will learn, if you haven't already, that equations, books,
theorems, will last forever, will
rarely change, but friends are
not here forever. You can always pick up a book and learn,
but you cannot always be sure
your friends will be there.
Bob Voros(ME (still). '98)
is currently fighting to
become
the
kick-boxing
champion of Ecuador, but
stillfinds time in his day to sit
back and relax with friends
and a cold Slappy's 16ouncer. He would like everyone to see the recently
webpage!
SGA
updated
"Check out the 'don't do this
on your homepage' page."

The Rose Thorn presents:

"Jebediah's Blessing"
A play by Pat and Sven about their
adventures at Times Square on New
Year's Eve. Starring a cast of nearly
5E10,000 drunk New Yorkers and set in
frigid arctic temperatures, this film
was the toast of the James Caan Film Festival in 1942. Drink Slappy's; be happy.

Notc: Mclissa May
nccds a coat. plcasc
donatc
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Engineers face Franklin in conference home opener
Hope to end three-game losing streak after
losing conference opener to Little Giants
Franklin at Rose-Hulman

by Joel Gillespie
Thorn Sports Reporter
The road has been tough on
the Rose men's basketball
team thus far this season, so
the Engineers will be glad to
return to the friendly confines
of Hulbert Arena for their
ICAC home opener against
Franklin, Saturday afternoon at
3 p.m. Rose's three-game
next
continues
homestand
DePauw
when
Wednesday
comes to town for a 7:30 p.m.
game.
The DePauw game will feature several promotions for
attending fans, including the
return of the block party, a
plane ticket giveaway, and
other prizes to be won.
Rose lost their ICAC opener,
and their third consecutive
game, Wednesday at Wabash,
67-54. The Engineers stand at
6-7 overall on the season, with
six of those losses coming
away from home.
Rose played in the Defiance
Holiday Tournament over the
Christmas break, and lost both
of their games, to Huntington
College, 83-77, in the first
round, and to Buffalo State,
63-57, in the consolation
game.
guard
point
Sophomore
Patrick Grace broke his hand
during the tournament, and
will likely miss the rest of the
season.
Franklin rolls into Saturday's contest with a 10-1
record on the strength of a
four-game
winning streak.
The Grizzlies boast a highpowered, balanced offense
which averages over 86 points
a game. Junior forward leads
the team with a 13.8 pointsper-game average, but seven
players average eight points or
more per game.
Franklin has an average margin of victory of almost 20
points, and Engineer head
coach Jim Shaw is wary of the
Grizzlies' ability to break a
game open.
"If we don't take care of the

MMM'
aMMINIENINV

Saturday, January 10
3 p.m. at the Hulbert Arena

Probable Starters
Rose-Hulman (6-7,0-1)
P

No

Name

Ht.

Yr.

Ep_g,

ft„pg,

Ap.g

G

10

Joe Puthoff

6-3

Jr.

7.5

2.7

2.4

G
G
C
F

12
25
54
31

Todd Burch
Bryan Egli
Sam Johnson
Joel Jansen

5-10
6-4
6-7
6-4

Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

2.2
20.8
9.5
6.2

1.4
3.0
4.7
4.3

1.7
1.5
0.8
0.8

Franklin (10-1, 1-0)
P

No Name

rag,

lin,

Apg

G

14

Jason Sibley

6-2

Jr.

10.8

4.8

3.3

G
C
F
F

32
54
22
40

6-1
Bart Hunter
6-8
Joe Hougland
Culley DeGroote 6-4
6-6
Jarrod Brett

Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.

8.1
8.5
14.6
10.2

3.0
6.4
3.5
2.6

1.4
0.4
1.2
1.3

Ht. it.

out
basketball, they will run
of the gym," Shaw said. "We
have to avoid their spurts, and
play the game at our tempo
rather than theirs."
DePauw shares the conference lead with Franklin at 101. with the Tigers' only loss
coming to the Grizzlies.
-We are glad to come home
for a couple of games, and
hopefully that will provide the
spark we need to get back on
track," Shaw commented.
Wabash 67, Rose 54
Cold shooting and a late
first-half run by Wabash
plagued the Engineers at
Crawfordsville on Wednesday.
Rose fell behind 29-16 in the
first stanza, and closed the gap
to 32-22 at the half. With about
four minutes left in the game,
the Engineers drew to within
six points, but the Little Giants
pulled away down the stretch.
"We probably played hard
enough to win in some aspects,
well
not
definitely
but
enough," Shaw noted. "We
showed signs of life defensively, but we continue to
struggle offensively."
Junior guard Bryan Egli has
led the Engineers in scoring in

every game this season, and he
notched 15 points to keep that
trend alive Wednesday. Egli
struggled with his shot, hitting
only five of 17 from the floor,
including one-for-seven shooting from three-point range.
"People are going to make it
tough on Bryan because he is
our primary scorer, and we
haven't had a lot of other people step up, so he's going to
get plenty of attention," Shaw
said.
Junior center Sam Johnson
added eleven points and eight
rebounds for Rose. Jeff Siefert
came off the bench to grab
seven boards, although the
Engineers were outrebounded
34-26 in the game.
Eric
and
Tabor
Chad
Jaryszak each had 14 points for
who
Giants,
Little
the
improved to 10-2 on the season. Five different Wabash
players connected on threepointers in the game.
Buffalo State 63, Rose 57
Rose led by twelve points at
halftime, but Buffalo State
roared back in the second
stanza to win the consolation
game of the Defiance Holiday
Tournament. Egli and junior

Junior Bryan Egli was selected as the ICAC and Columbus Multimedia
Midwest Region Player of the Week for the week ending Dec. 21. Egli, the
ICAC's leading scorer at 21.0 ppg, scored 29 in the dramatic 75-74 win
over Illinois Wesleyan and averaged 24.5 ppg in two wins that week.
Photo provided by Darin Bryan

ICAC Basketball
Standings
earn

ICAC Over

Franklin
'Alash
Hanover
Manchester
ePauw
Anderson
Rose-Holman

1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

10-1
10-2
9-3
8-3
10-2
8-4
6-7

(Based on games through January 7
Matt Millington each had 15
points to lead the Engineers.

Rose-Hulman
Player MINFG 31FGFTREPFTOATP
365-17 1-7 4-5 2 2 3 2 15
Egli
Jansen 25 2-4 0-0 3-6 2 4 1 0 7
Johnson 215-11 0-0 1-28 4 2 211
Puthoff 32 3-4 1-2 0-1 1 2 2 3 7
Burch 18 2-3 0-0 0-0 0 I 1 1 4
Wirford 3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Milton 21 2-4 1-2 0-0 0 1 0 1 5
Kaiser 9 0-2 0-0 0-0 0 0 3 1 0
Siefert 15 0-0 0-0 0-0 7 1 1 0 0
Holmes 7 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0
Merdith 14 2-2 0-0 1-2 4 0 1 1 .5
2
Team
TOTALS 21-473-119-162615 1412 54

Wabash
Player IMINFG 3FGFTREPFIDA1P
Tabor 336-14 1-3 1-46 3 3 6 14
Johnson 23 3-6 0-0 0-0 8 1 2 2 6
Jaryszak 27 6-7 0-0 2-3 6 2 2 2 14
Barrett 28 2-3 2-3 1-2 2 2 1 2 7
Estelle 322-10 2-5 4-6 3 2 3 0 10
Ge'heart 8 1-1 1-1 0-0 1 1 0 0 3
Merrill 17 1-1 0-0 2-2 2 1 1 2 4
12 1-5 1-3 0-0 3 2 0 1 3
King
7 0-2 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 2 0
Kopp
Latham 13 3-5 0-0 0-0 0 0 1 0 6
3
Team
TOTALS 25-547-1610-1734161317 67
Rose-Hulmari--- 22 32- 54
32 35- 67
Wabash

Huntington 83, Rose 77
In the first round of the Defiance tournament, Rose made
only 16 of 29 free throw
attempts to squander some
excellent individual performances. Egli had 28 points to
lead the team, and senior forward Joel Jansen scored 15
rebounds. Johnson chipped in
11
grabbed
and
points
with 14 points.

Artand efhe Lia"
barber and city UN?
1919 Maple Ave, Terre Haute,Indiana
Open 6 Days.A Week 8 a.m. to 5 P.m.'
Closed ,t4nday and Holidays

HAIR CUTS $3.00
The Admissions Office is looking
for students to serve as overnight
hosts for prospective students. If
interested, please stop by the
Admissions Office in the front of
Moench Hall or call x8213.

Catholic Mass
.
Saturdays at 7pm in the Student Union
Coming Soon!
Euchre Tournament
When: Saturday, January 17, 1998
Where: WORX

Sp
Women face Eureka in conference warm-up
The Rose Thorn •

by Peter Anderson
Thorn Sports Editor
The Rose-Hulman women's basketball team (3-7) is back in action
after a three-week layoff when they
take on the Eureka Red Devils (4-4)
tonight at Eureka. It will be the first
meeting ever between the two teams.
xs Next Tuesday the Engineers will
me, open their conference season when
. y51 they host Anderson.
Junior Amanda Speich leads the
tafE Engineers with 17.0 points and 7.9
10d9 rebounds per game. Juniors Bessie
Fulk (9.9 points, 3.1 assists) and Holli
run) Krumbein (8.0 points, 5.9 rebounds)
have also been key contributors, as
have freshman Amanda Rice (4.3
lnioi points, 4.0 assists, 2.2 steals) and
Tarelle Van Dyk (5.0 points, 4.7
iodf, rebounds)
rut
Junior Becky Smith suffered a
?!i
r n stress fracture in her leg prior to the
gr- Engineers 57-50 loss to Lincoln

Christian Dec. 18 and is likely out for
the remainder of the season. Smith
was averaging 6.0 points and 6.3
rebounds per game.
Eureka is led by senior guard Sarah
Taylor, who averages 17.3 points and
3.25 steals per game, and senior forward Dawn Bradbury (11.8 points,
10.5 rebounds, 2.0 blocks).
The Devils have scored an average
of 59.5 points per game on 35 percent
shooting from the field while allowing 65.8 in their first eight contests.
The Engineers have scored an average of 56.2 points per game on 37
percent field goal shooting and have
allowed 55.2 points per game.
"We had a nice break from classes,
and the kids had a chance to relax but
also get some basketball work accomplished," head coach Brenda Davis
said. "We are excited about getting
the new year off to a good start at
Eureka. With the conference season
right around the corner, we want to
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get some positive momentum and
keep everyone else healthy."

Lincoln Christian 57, Rose-Hulman 50
The Engineers lost their last game
of 1997 when Lincoln Christian
edged Rose-Hulman for the win.
Fulk led the Engineers with 18
points and also contributed three
assists and four steals. Speich scored
15 points and brought down a careerhigh 16 boards, and Van Dyk
recorded her first collegiate doubledouble with 11 points and 10
rebounds, in addition to her seven
steals, a single-game record for the
Engineers.
Lincoln Christian held a 24-22 lead
at halftime, and the lead switched Junior Amanda Speich passes to an open Becky Smith in a game earlier
hands several times before a 16-4 run this year. Smith, who suffered a stress fracture in her leg, will be sorely
put the game just out of reach for the missed. Speich leads the team wit 17.0 points and 7.9 rebounds per game.
Engineers.
Phow by Bob Voros

International Tours of Terre Haute wants to see local
fan spirit to take off, so it's offering basketball fans
four chances to win two tickets to Hawaii or Europe
on American Airlines.
Fans attending the Rose-Hulman men's game against
DePauw on January 14, the Rose-Hulman vs. St.
Mary-of-the-Woods women's game on January 20 and
the ISU men's game against Southwest Missouri State
on February 12 can compete for the tickets.
So support local basketball and get you chance to get
away with the
"I.T. Travel Fly Away."

The Rose-Huhnan Bookstore
will cash checks for Faculty,
Staffand Students up to
$100.00.
Check cashing service is
available Monday thru Friday
8 am to 4:30 pm.
No check cashing service
available on Saturdays.

Classified Advertisements
kNNOUNC1ZMF,NTS
2ONGRATULATIONS!!! to Erik (CE
97) and Brandy on their engagement. All
,our carefree and single friends wish you
he best of married life.
3EST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES,
LL SPRING BREAK locations. Florida,
:ancun, etc. from $89, register your group
ir be our Campus Rep. Inter-campus
irograms 800-327-6013 www.icpt.com
kttention Graduate Students: SCAMPS7hristian Campus Ministry, is offering a
lible study for graduate students. It will
neet Friday night at 5:30. Call Mark
:alhoun at 877-9353 or the SCAMPS
ouse at 232-6853 for more details.
lou're invited to a PIZZA PARTY Sun.,
an 11, 6:00 pm at the United Ministries
:enter, 321 N. 7th St., 232-0186. It's free,
o come and celebrate the new year with
s! Call us if you need a ride.
'fount Pleasant United Methodist Church.
aron Wheaton, Pastor. Sunday worship
ervices 8:30 and 10:45. Sunday- school
:55. Located 3092 E. Davis Drive -- just
outh of the Margaret Ave. and 25th St.
itersection. 232-4808

0186 on Wednesday to make reservations
If you have QUESTIONS OF FAITH & for supper.
LIFE you can ask them here every
Tuesday at 5:00 pm. An in-depth faith
discussion group expecially for upperclass
RE
and graduate students. United Ministries
Center, 321 N. 7th St., 232-0186.
Efficiency for rent. $265/month. Very
nice; all utilities included. Call Sharp Flats
JOIN THE JOY MAKERS! Be part of the
LLC 877-1146.
clown ministry which performs in
churches and for community groups. No
experience necessary. Rehearsals each FOR SALE
Wednesday at 5:00 pm, United Ministries
Truck for Sale - 1991 Isuzu Pup, 5 speed,
Center, 321 N. 7th St., 232-0186.
good condition. $6000 or best offer.
ENVISIONING
WORSHIP
every Contact Sue at X8228.
Wednesday, 6:00 pm, United Ministries
Center, 321 N. 7th St. Come and help plan 88 Toyota Tercel 130K, 5 spd, cass, runs
the weekly worship. Musicians, readers, good, needs clutch. $600 obo. _Call Mike
877-3501.
pray-ers needed.

MISCELLANEOUS

ALL ABOUT LIFE is a discussion group
about faith, issues of concern, support, and
sharing. Students pick the topics. Join us EARN CASH!
SAVE LIVES! by
every Wednesday at 7:00 pm. United Donating Life-Saving Blood Plasma.
Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St., 232- Earn $80 in 2 weeks by donating 4 times as
0186.
a New or Reactivated (6 months since last
donation) Donor.
NABI BioMedical
ALWAYS ON THURSDAY we will join Center, 417 Wabash Ave:, 234-4828
for meditation and worship at 5:30 pm,
followed by a home-cooked supper at Stanley Home Products Representative
6:15. Come to either or both. United Wanda Eaton 448-1879 or Scharpenberg
Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St. Call 232- Hall x8266

POLICIES
The
Rose
Thorn
offers
classified
advertisements less than 30 words free to
Rose-Hulman students, faculty, and student
organizations. For submissions of more than
30 words, each additional word is $0.10.
All other classified advertisements are $3.00
for the first 30 words and $0.15 for each
additional word. Payments must be made in
advance; corrections at our expense first
week only.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right to refuse
advertising which the editors judge to be
discriminatory on the basis of race, religion,
sexual orientation, or gender. Also any
advertisement which promote violence,
illegal activities or is in bad taste will not be
considered for publication.
Submissions may be made at the Thorn
office, through campus mail addressed to the
Thorn,
by
email-ing
thorn@rosehultnan.edu, or by calling the Thorn office at
extension 8255. Deadline for submissions is
5 p.m. the Wednesday prior to publication.
Runs over one week must be renewed weekly
by contacting the Thorn office, unless prior
run arrangements have been made.
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Have some soup
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Rose-Hulman Horoscopes

Top Ten Reasons
to be a Thorn Groupie
10) Let's just say the line is pretty short.
9) We put out every Friday.
8) You gotta hang out somewhere after those
nutty A Phi O's take off for the bars.
7) What else you gonna do in the Union after the
Worx closes on Thursday nights?
6) It's just a matter of time before you submit to
us, anyway.
5) If you thought we were trendy in '97, we've
totally sold out in '98!
4) We've got a real nice couch if you're into that
kind of thing.
3) After a few beers, we all start looking like
Tom Cruise.(OK, after a whole lot of beer,
plus some sedatives)
2) There's an incredible view of Deming Hall
from our office; I mean, you gotta see this!
1) Slappy's Malt Liquor by the case, baby!

Happy.
Year!!
••
Before you do anything drastic
remember: There's only 7 more

weeks le

W.44 (So. 23 - OA 23)
You will be faced with many decisions throughout this week. You only
need to remember three little words to
help you make these decisions: paper,
rock, scissors.

A,-:24 (H44. 21 - A.1/)
Golf balls should be on the top of
your list of New Year's resolutions. Why?
Well, no one really knows, but the stars
are in the sky. They kind of look like golf
balls, or maybe donuts.

Te.4.44.4 (Ao. 20 - He". 20)
5,-04f;.0 (OA 24 v. 21)
All you'll be able to think about
Try expanding your vocabulary. It
this next Friday is quality assurance.
will make you look good for interviews
Don't go preaching this to the folks at
and also impress your friends. Here's
ARA, because they're fed up with us
something for you to start out with,
smart college kids.
"polymucify." Use it daily.
54.0u4L44 (Ntw. 22- Nc. 21)
Now is the time to take that night
job as an alligator wrestler. It
will solve all of your financial
problems and give you an outlet for your
frustrations. It also drives the girls wild.

21)
.(Hii,21- J
Odds are if you walk into the woods
this week, you'll run into a skeleton. The
squirrels put them there to make us
humans curious about what died. Don't
be fooled, and don't give into the squirrels.

ekilsleAn114,(Dec. 22 - J.11)
4-t 22 - Jal 22)
em,
a4 (J4,
Medieval costumes are going to be
Beware of garbage chutes this
week. They are a source of great disaster the new fad in February. Buy as many as
for many young people. The government you can now before they start jacking up
is trying to hide the statistics from us, but the prices. I hear there are some good
deals for whips and chains on the web.
the truth is out there.
Alt.44-z4,
4 (J44%. 20 - Ft, 19)
Tarzan never had it as easy as you
will this week. After you return those
monkeys that you have on loan from the
zoo, you'll find that your house will be
much cleaner.

Trying to find something to do
this weekend? I hear that hopscotch is all
the rage in Europe. You should try to
organize a tournament or maybe even an
SGA-funded club.

N4a4 (Fet. 1/ - H.20)
-N17 When you get lost in the wilderness on Tuesday, you'll be glad you have
your chap stick. However, you will have
eaten it all by Wednesday, so be sure to
take two sticks of it with you.

(AI. 23 - Sett 22)
Going to the movies this weekend?
Take your stuffed animals with you; they
need to get out of the house sometimes
too you know If the theater tries to
charge you extra, tell them it's for class.

(44/ 23- A.22)

P

WALLY, THI5
\
RE X TANGLE,
OUR NEWEST
EMPLO`fEE..

Mt SCOTTADAMSOAOLCOM

DILB.ERT®
rREX

WAS SPECIALLY
MED TO WORK IN
CU3ICLE.

HE LOOK5
LIKE HE'LL
FIT RIGHT
.

if

ASK HIM
AGOUT HIS
PERSONAL
LIFE.

REA, 1401.4.3'S
YOUR PERSONAL
LIFE GOING?

I DON'T HAVE
ONE. THAT WOULD
5E LIKE STEALING
I FROM THE COMPANY.

P-00
YOU
E
LUNCH?

I WOULD
ENJOY
GOOD SQUAREj
MEAL.

WWW_UNITEDMEDIA.COM

1

(
MEET
THE
FUTURE..

r

HELLO,
YOU ROUND
PEGS!

